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Editorial

In my editorials I always talk about
sociological writing. Writing is at the
heart of this zine, but not alone—it sits
with visual art. Something that So Fi
Zine contributors have done so well
over the past 5+ years is craft a
sociological sensibility that sits at the
intersection of what we can see and
what we can feel—between sight and
texture. This is one reason why I love
zines so much, because they are a
feeling-reading thing. There is much we
can evoke about the experience of
everyday life by playing with proximity,
hue, grain, pattern, the things of
composition that hold a sociological
sense or potential. I've been thinking a
lot lately about the bridges between
scholarly concepts and literary
metaphors. There's another bridge here
between concepts and visual elements,
one I enjoy playing with in collaging
these pages and feeling in people's
submissions. Thank you, as always, to
all of So Fi Zine's artists, writers and
readers.

Horoscopes

Capricorn
Practice a different way of seeing

Aquarius
Is it worth the effort?

Pisces
Control your urge for instant gratification
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The Early Climate-Adapted City above the Heretaunga
Plains, East Coast New Zealand
Edgar Burns
 
Lovely to have you on the show. This third in our series
about early New Zealand climate-change refuge cities
looks at the distinct architecture of the early quantum-
technological period. It’s over a hundred years old now,
but very much admired. Our temperatures are still rising,
Darwin today at 51C and our studio here 4km inland from
where it used to be located.

Your family lived in this new city, Ōtātara-Patoka. Did they
help design it?

I can’t remember much about that, but Grandpa said it
happened in the 2060s, just before the sea rose. He was on
the Commissioner’s committee as a sociologist. He’d
previously visited Portugal and learned about city
reconstruction after Lisbon’s 1755 earthquake.

I mean, the ocean’d been rising a fair while by the 2060s.
Most people on the coasts whined about sea-walls and
wanted blocks to stop surges. Coastal house insurance was
long gone. But the housing change was amazing—building a
new city from scratch up-country—boom, just like that! 
I’ve been back once, but I live now in north-central Victoria.
Grandpa always said Melbourne would go under, but Bendigo
would be good as gold. Hot, yeah, but safe.

So what happened?

Well, they’d been doing earthquake and tsunami drills on New
Zealand’s east coast for years. They had a little shake 2041—
4.4 Richter. The new Awatoto subdivision outside Napier

Ian C Smith writes in the Gippsland
Lakes region of Victoria, and on Flinders
Island. His work has appeared in
Antipodes, cordite, Eureka Street, Griffith
Review, Journal of Working Class
Studies, Meniscus, Shaping the
Fractured Self (UWAP), &, So Fi Zine.
His seventh book is wonder sadness
madness joy, Ginninderra Press.

Vivien Solveig was born 1987 and
studied fine arts from 2007 to 2015 in
Germany.

J.E. Sumerau is an associate professor
and the director of applied sociology at
the University of Tampa. They are the
author of 6 novels, 5 research
monographs, and numerous articles,
chapters, and short stories exploring
sexualities, gender, health, religion, and
violence in society. For more information,
visit www.jsumerau.com.
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flooded. About 400 people drowned—more than died in the 1931
earthquake. I tell you, it put the bejesus up the local authorities—
everybody. Damn right the mayor got sued!

So they decided to move off the Plains?

Nearly, not quite. That took the big shake of 2056. The 1931 Napier
quake had lifted everything by 1.75m. The “overdue” 2056 shake did the
opposite, sinking everything, the city wiped clean by the tsunami that
followed. Most of Napier liquefacted, concrete buildings all sinking
several metres. This time the death toll from the tsunami was over
6,000. A national emergency was called.

No looking back this time. Government established a new city entity
Ōtātara-Patoka. Arguments for including Taradale or Hawke’s Bay in the
name were kicked sideways by the Government and national Māori
leadership. It was an era of decolonising city names.

All new housing?

Ironically, this brought real equity to housing since neither Māori nor
Pākehā could live on the Plains any more—reverted again to wetlands
and lagoons. The new city gave everyone modern, networked buildings,
apartments, no electricity costs, warm housing, all municipally
maintained. You should see the cafes and nightlife!

The new rail-line legislated to run frequently north-south frequently for
passengers and freight had to compete with the hourly hover-drone
services to Auckland and Wellington. When I visited Ōtātara-Patoka
there were cute tiny native bats that would flit across the city. And the
tuis, bellbirds and piwaka fantails in the predator-free city were
wonderful. Cats and dogs had to be belled and inside at night.

The city went up fast?

Yes, amazing. Everything was pre-planned and prefabricated. They had
an enlightened Commissioner who saw the project through. No building

Gayle Letherby is Visiting Professor at the Universities
of Plymouth and Greenwich. Alongside substantive
interests in reproductive and non/parental identities; the
meanings and experiences of love; gender, health and
wellbeing; loss and bereavement; travel and transport
mobility, solitude, and food poverty, she has always
been fascinated by anything methodological, including
auto/biographical, feminist and creative practices.
Twitter @gletherby

Allan McCay is Deputy Director of the Sydney Institute
of Criminology and an Academic Fellow at the
University of Sydney Law School. His research is often
of a philosophical nature and takes place at the
intersection of neuroscience, neurotechnology and the
criminal law.

Kushal Poddar is an author, journalist, father, editor of
'Words Surfacing’, and author of eight books, the latest
being Postmarked Quarantine. His works have been
translated into eleven languages.
amazon.com/author/kushalpoddar_thepoet Twitter
@Kushalpoe

João Ramalho-Santos is at the Department of Life
Sciences, University of Coimbra, Portugal where he
teaches Reproduction, Development, Biomedicine,
Science Communication, Bioethics and Career
Development. He is also a covert fiction writer and
graphic novelist, with comics related to Science
Communication topics. In English his writing has
appeared in Nature and LabLit.com.

John-Paul Smiley is a writer and independent scholar.
He has a PhD in Civil and Building Engineering
(Loughborough, UK), an MSc Social Research
(Leicester, UK), and a BA Politics and Sociology (York,
UK). His interests include futurism and science fiction,
as well as politics and sociology.
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over 4 stories, all bottom-levels had to be shops, businesses or cafés.
Houses, apartment clusters, all laminated wood. Only electric cars and
bikes, rented or hailed. Every house had small wind turbines and solar-
power storage. 

Every street and building was tree-lined or covered. Enough surplus
electricity to feed the local paper mill and the port. Main streets were
built with lower-level pedestrian air-conditioned walkways—like Toronto,
but against heat not cold.

The upper part of the Plains south of Hastings still grew fruit, vegetables
and vineyards after the quake until the late 2070s. But then the great
northern hemisphere ice melt raised the sea level in about ten years,
right across the Plains, by a further ten metres.

So you had a perimeter city around the old Heretaunga Plains: Havelock
North, suburbs at Pakipaki, Fernhill and above Taradale. The original
Ōtātara Pah became iconic waterfront property! Mataruahou, Napier’s
Bluff Hill, became an island again, exotic and secret.

Some regattas are held on the lagoons across the Heretaunga Plains.
But it’s risky because old buildings stick up in the shallow waters.

Architecturally…?

It was the explosion of Māori-Pākehā art that “made” the city, a
wonderful irruption that surprised many. But this quickly became “our”
success story locally and nationally. It lightened up the constitutional
changes being made under the Treaty of Waitangi. Bridges, public
buildings, street signage, names and city parks—quite fantastic, a
beautiful blend.

Pania of the Reef was relocated from Napier’s Marine Parade before
inundation. She’s now located inf front of the new city building. Saying
“new” is like Oxford referring to its New College that’s actually hundreds
of years old, isn’t it?

Emerson is part of a DID system who loves making
art, specifically in the digital form and acrylic
painting. When they aren’t doing visual art as a
hobby, their job is opera singing. Emerson works as
a soprano, traveling around, singing for different
companies. They have a BFA from Carnegie Mellon
University and a MM from San Francisco
Conservatory of Music. Emerson is also pursuing
their certification in hypnotherapy currently. 

Nora Fitzsimmons is in her third year of her BA and
minoring in French. She is currently focusing on
lithography, intaglio, multimedia sculpture and
portraiture. She enjoys exploring vulnerability and
how it relates to personal relationships. Nora hopes
that her work forms a sense of familiarity between
her and the viewer. You can view more of her work
on instagram: @nora_fitz12.

GM's interdisciplinary work is mainly informed by
critical race studies and anti-colonial
frameworks.They are currently developing praxis-
based curricula and methods on migrations and
mobility justice.

Patricia Leavy, Ph.D., is an award-winning,
bestselling author. She has published over 40 books,
earning commercial and critical success in both
nonfiction and fiction, and her work has been
translated into many languages. Over the course of
her career, she has served as series creator and
editor for 10 book series including the ground-
breaking Social Fictions series. Her most recent
book is Re/Invention: Methods of Social Fiction. Her
website is www.patricialeavy.com.
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Hassan Akram has an active interest in sociology.
He contributed to So Fi Zine 11, and has had
other short stories published in anthologies like
Sherlock Holmes: Further Adventures in the
Realms of H.G. Wells, with more stories in the
pipeline. 

Sharon Attipoe-Dorcoo, Ph.D., MPH, Principal of
TERSHA LLC, is first and foremost grounded in
her cultural identity as a Ghanaian-American and
embraces her other intersectional facets of being
a wife and mom in her work. She is an author,
poet, and consultant. She is also an Adjunct
Professor at Texas Women’s University.

Edgar Burns has taught in the tertiary sector in
Australia and New Zealand. He takes an
interdisciplinary approach starting from his core
sociology teaching and environmental research
roles. Theorising Professions is published with
Palgrave Macmillan. He recently had a poem
called ‘Climate Sadness’ accepted in Qualitative
Inquiry, 2021.

Sarah Castle is a PhD Candidate in Sociology at
the University of Tasmania, researching cultural
meanings of bodyweight. She is sometimes hit
with the creative bug to delve into art and poetry.

Charlie Davis is Assistant Professor of Higher
Education at the University of Nottingham. His
research focuses on themes of social injustice in
relation to access to HE by under-represented
social groups. His current participatory work
mobilises critical storytelling to represent ways of
identifying as an academic of working-class
heritage.

What about earning a living?

Some of the population dispersed to Central Hawkes Bay, but the new
Native Forests Act of 2039 generated a series of new Ōtātara-Patoka
businesses creating many skilled job opportunities, and added incredible
value to timber exports that came to rival Scandinavian pine
internationally. And once the forests got going, did they draw down
carbon, or what! 

A lot of the kiwifruit orchards and vineyards re-established above
Ōtātara-Patoka, nearer the Kaweka Ranges, replacing sheep and beef
farming. Fig-growing for export became huge, too. It’s a no-pesticide
crop. The self-sufficiency mania gradually eased but it was great to see
locally grown produce markets.

So, inadvertently, the earthquakes and sea-level rise renewed
indigenous carving and design, built a set of renewable, low-carbon
businesses, and made a fabulously comfortable city in a climate as hot
as Cairns. The new beaches aren’t bad—not sandy, but good for fishing
and swimming.

Sounds enlightened. Damn those kiwis. At least we’re beating them
in cricket and netball regularly.

Not enlightened, sorry. People took more than a hint in the life-threats
from the repeated quakes-tsunamis. Same blunt reality that changed
NSW farmers’ minds about climate change after the five floods and two
bushfires in one year in 2030 that ate Sydney’s backend. 
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Crossroads
Allan McCay

The woman who cleans her house in the nude (and other
secrets from Trelawny Lane) 
Gayle Letherby

Are you curious of what happens in Trelawny Lane?
So many folk, so much to explain.
Habits and hobbies and working at home, 
Eating and sleeping and chats on the phone.

If only you could spy through every front door, 
You’d see tidy abodes and messes galore. 
But no need to worry for I’ll tell you all, 
And it that’s not enough you can give me a call. 

No 2 on the corner has a lovely red door, 
Inside there’s a family; mum, dad and two more.
The boys are both teenagers, busy with their home-schooling, 
Or at least they pretend, but their mum they’re not fooling. 

A smiling old man lives across the road at No 3, 
He chats to his goldfish, his cockapoo on his knee. 
His son brings him shopping but he still walks the dog, 
An odd mix of clothing leaving neighbours agog. 

The two mummies at No 4 have just had a baby, 
They’re not getting much sleep and the mornings are hazy. 
Mummy Kate’s a keyworker and is often home late, 
Waking mummy Jo from her doze as she opens the gate. 

The couple at ‘The Willows’ or No 5 to the posties, 
Aren’t that good at cooking so mostly eat toasties. 
Their kids and their grandkids live far, far away, 
So they meet up on zoom for some time each day. 
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Walking and running keeps No 6’s resident busy, 
She’s tried dancing to Alexa but it makes her feel dizzy. 
Often quite sweaty she showers when she gets in,
After a dust in the nude. Well it’s not a sin. 

There’s a house that’s for sale and a quiet village hall, 
As they’re both empty now you can hear a pin fall. 
Their gardens are overgrown, unlike the rest. 
The cockapoo owner mows his in his vest. 
 
Some students share No 1 and most haven’t returned, 
to their non-term time cities although uni’s adjourned. 
They squabble a little but mostly get on, 
They’re kind to the oldies; will be missed when they’ve gone. 

Disaster strikes when the broadband goes down, 
There’s no contact with anyone outside of the town.
It makes some people think of the ones on their own,
No one to talk to, to share a laugh or a moan. 

Kate has a plan and takes notes to the homes, 
Dawdling at No 3 to chat to the gnomes. 
Everyone’s excited, even the rather-be-lazy lads, 
Not to mention the singles, the nans and the dads. 

The naked cleaner makes bunting, the students do to, 
The toastie eaters blow balloons, all for the do. 
Then out they all come at a quarter-to-seven, 
To have SO much company; what pleasure, just heaven. 

All siting in chairs at least two metres apart, 
The pooch shivers in delight, the baby warms hearts. 
They chat and they giggle until it goes dark, 
Then someone starts singling and the dog gives a bark. 

 Of course, I'd return the money afterwards, after we left the restaurant –
not soon enough to save him that embarrassment!
 Surreptitiously, beneath the table, I now opened the wallet and made to
draw out the cash. There was nothing there. I swallowed heavily and
gasped. Luckily, the others didn’t notice. I felt through his wallet, all the
little pouches and card-holders, but there was nothing. The little
fraudster was broke.
 I don’t know how long I was in shock like this, but after what seemed a
minute, Kyle was ordering the bill. I had to bite my tongue to stop myself
telling him not to. Goodness! 
 The waiter arrived, wraith-like. Kyle read over his bill, nodded happily
and then – very deliberately! – patted his pocket. He frowned. He looked
down at his pocket. He shuffled. And then, quickly, he stooped slightly
and his eye caught the wallet, his wallet, open in my hand. He roared
with laughter and announced to everyone present:
 “Ha! Nice prank! Ha, ha! I’ll have it back now, though...” He yanked it
out of my hand. He pretended to look through. “Now, now,” he said
slowly, “that’s not funny. Come on. There was two hundred in here.” He
looked at me and smiled. “Give it, now...”
 I went red with horror. My arms were shooting with blushful pain, and I
felt a strange breathlessness as if I'd just fallen into the sea. Phi was
looking at me, chuckling with light-hearted reprimands. The waiter also
chuckled, as if in anticipation of the punchline to a joke. Only Kyle was
silent, now. He sat there, very still, gazing at me in silence, smiling,
smiling, smiling...
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A few verses in and the rain starts to fall, 
They groan, stand and stretch. My, mummy Jo is so tall.
‘Let’s do this again’, a student calls as they clear up, 
‘Yes, Yes’, shouts the old guy, forgetting a teacup.

So here are the secrets of one set of neighbours, 
Their quirks and their foibles, their kindness, their labours. 
Remember this is just one street, now think of some more, 
Housing drum players, quiche makers and plenty who snore. 

     “I’ve got the cash,” Kyle drawled.
     “Yeah, we know,” Phi replied, before adding to me: “He’s always full
of cash.”
     “And something else, too,” I thought. Aloud: “Why don’t you pay them
in cash, Kyle, and we'll PayPal you our share of the bill?”
     “I don’t have a bank account,” he said. “Cash only.”
     “He’s not lying,” Phi assured me. “It’s annoying, I know, because
whenever I owe him, I have to take out cash.”
     “I see,” I said. Cash only... Now it was obvious where Kyle Selway
had got the money to throw around like that. “Surely your parents
opened an account for you when you were born?” I almost jeered.
     He glared at me. At first, his gaze reminded me of the phrase “raw
nerve”, but at length, the stare became unsettling, and I shifted in my
seat. His eyes were dark and cool like voids, with a sharpened
inhumanity about their depth. “No,” he said.
     Our food came. I was sitting adjacent to Kyle, and as he ate, I could
see something sticking out of his pocket. It was his wallet, and only half
of it was in the pocket. I looked at Phi, who was too engrossed in his
meal to pay any attention to the outside world. This suddenly made me
think of something. I gasped. A thrill of excitement! A brilliant plan. I
looked again at both of them. Kyle was handling knife and fork with a
telling clumsiness. Then I peered about myself, at the rest of the
restaurant. No one was watching. Slowly, slowly, I shuffled my
handkerchief, until its edge jutted out over the table. Then I let it drop. It
landed softly on the floor. Kyle’s eye only flicked towards me for a
moment. I stooped down to recover it – and – in one fell swoop – cleanly
swiped at the wallet and swiftly pocketed it myself.
     Kyle didn’t notice.
    Now, all I had to do was purloin the cash and replace the wallet.
Then, when Kyle opened it to pay the bill, he’d find it empty, and he’d
feel sick with embarrassment, and I would have to step in and offer to
pay the bill. That would teach the self-assured, jumped-up little thief! 
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Annual Review
JE Sumerau

John had just placed the bag of dogshit on the front porch of the
church when he heard the slow clap of familiar hands. 
     He turned around, bowed to his old enemy, and stepped off
the porch. 
      “Will you ever grow up,” Lucy asked, shaking his head. 
     Lucy took the form of a dream from a Hollywood script. He
was tall, slender, blonde, and cut like sheer mountain cliff. His
eyes were piercing, a smooth blue begging for attention. He did
this thing with his lip, kind of a pout, but not quite. It was
something that could tempt any soul. He was standing in the
parking lot in custom cowboy boots. He was wearing a long
sleeve, dark green button-up shirt, and a pair of jeans with scuff
marks at the knees. His sleeves were rolled up to the elbow, a
hint of a pocket watch tattoo barely visible. Chiseled jaw,
baritone voice, he could have stepped right into a Western film. 
     “I thought you, of all people, would appreciate the gesture,”
John said, grabbing Lucy in a hug that was equally
uncomfortable for both. 
     No one called him John anymore. He preferred the name
Chase. He was wearing his usual mixture of athletic shorts and
band t-shirt under a baseball cap advertising a softball team
from a small college in Georgia. It was blue. The t-shirt
advertised the Counting Crows, just the letters of the band
name on a gray background. The athletic shorts were a kind of
peach color. They were not advertising anything except the
occasional bulge if Chase became a bit excited about a given
object of beauty, lust, or some such thing. The wind was playing
with his blondish-brown hair. He stretched the long fingers on
his small hands, a nervous tick. 

Kyle Selway
Hassan Akram

 I hadn’t seen Kyle Selway for at least five years. I had only ever spoken
to him twice, but I remembered him well. He and I had walked home
with some mutual friends after college once, and he’d bragged about
having shoplifted the packet of chocolates that he was guzzling. Upon
learning that he was a shoplifter by habit, I, appalled by this gleeful
criminality, had made up my mind to do the right thing and let the
shopkeeper know. So, the next time Kyle Selway had tried to thieve, the
police were waiting. The criminal shrieked and was driven away. There
was no way he could know I was the one who “snaked” on him, but I
wasn’t pleased here, now, that he’d turned out to be the “good friend”
whom Phi, my colleague, was taking me to dine with. 
     Phi now said: “Oh, you know him already? How?”
     “He was at school with me. Remember me, Kyle?” I added.
     Kyle considered. His neck and chest and arms were heavy with
sinew. They were wrapped flashily in a Supreme tracksuit and several
LV bracelets. He wore trainers that were worth twice my daily salary. He
smelled sweet – aftershave.
     “Oh, yeah,” he slurred. “I swear you were at my school.”
     “Indeed, I was.”
     We sat down and scanned our menus. Kyle carried the pre-dinner
conversation. I watched him speak. I hated the smugness of him. He
was common but he spoke as if his audience were drooling. His
phrases, so bald and few, constantly repeated, revealed the crudeness
of his mind, and the rich scent of his aftershave vaguely repelled me.
     A waiter arrived to take our order. As he left, Kyle handed him twenty
pounds. He tried to make it look discreet, but I knew he wanted me to
see. There was the giveaway of a cheap little thief, I thought to myself.
No one who actually deserved so much money could be so ignorant of
the fact that you only give tips after you’ve eaten.
     “Who’s paying for this, by the way?” Phi asked.
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     Don’t equate me with people,” Lucy said pulling out a
cigarette and a black lighter. 
     “Touchy, touchy.” 
     “I’m not exactly happy to be here John.” 
     Chase, who Lucy still called John, bummed a cigarette. They
lit up together. They walked to a stone table in front of the
library, just across the street from the present Chase left for the
first shift of church employees. The stone table was more like
concrete than marble, white, circular, just enough dust from
weathering to feel authentic. There was a beat-up copy of Cat’s
Cradle and an iPhone X sitting in the middle. Chase had been
waiting. It was about time for his annual review. They took seats
on opposite sides of the table, each eying the other. It had been
a long time since their last meeting. Those were different
circumstances, old grudges, battle scars. 
     “Your boss is the one who expelled me in the first place.” 
     “First off,” Lucy said, shaking his head, “He’s your boss too.” 
     “Of course,” Chase said, waving his arms around at the
empty night scenery. 
     “Second, he didn’t say you had to go to, what is this place
anyhow, you could have at least gone into the city proper
instead of making me come down here.” 
     “The city starts like two blocks that way, and anyhow, I find
the small town feel of the suburbs quite comforting, almost
nostalgic.” 
     “Bullshit.” 
     “True.” 
     “So, why are we here?” 

 make Mr. Guildenstern happy enough to accept his new liver as a
regular drinking buddy? And how on earth...?
     Daniel got on the phone. “Prepare an alcohol drip on the
Guildenstern last stage livers.” As a good foot soldier the lab
technician didn’t argue, merely asked for clarification. What
percentage, what type of alcohol, for how long? Daniel turned to the
client. What might Mr. Guildenstern’s beverage of choice be? It was
easier to write down on the back of a business card; an
unpronounceable Single Malt. Good, good, Daniel beamed. But surely
Mr. Guildenstern had not always drunk such an exquisite elixir, could
he perhaps recapitulate his alcohol habits, add in any liver-demanding
lifelong cravings and approximately how they had been indulged
throughout the years? In strictest confidentiality, naturally.
     As the client sat down Daniel went back to the phone. Someone in
the core facility was going to come up with a chemically defined
culture medium that would mimic a sped-up version of Mr.
Guildenstern’s life of hard habits, beat the pristine livers into well-worn
submission before the next scheduled transplantation. Take the brand-
new reprogrammed livers out for shots and pints; prime them to
metabolize ethanol at the appropriate familiar rates. In essence, break
them in. Channeling his best Costumer Service persona Daniel vowed
to teach those pristine new organs a few old tricks.
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      I assume you’re here to collect my apology.” 
     That was always the way of things. Once a year, the boss
would send someone. The last two times it had been Mary.
Gabe had come, so had Matthew, hell, even Job that one time.
They would show up at night when Chase was alone. They
would call him John, but leave off the rest of his old title. They
would ask if he was ready to apologize. He would tell them he
was not. They would try to convince him. He would remain firm.
They would try at least one more time, working for that good
evaluation from the boss. He would decline however many
times it took. He had no desire to apologize. He didn’t do
anything wrong. He could understand Jessie being hurt when
he fell out of love (lust?) with him. Who wouldn’t be? But Jessie
was the one who overreacted. He was the one that sent Chase
(John back then) to this life of endless wandering. If anything,
Chase felt like he was the one who deserved an apology,
though he knew that was never going to happen. Jessie was
more than a little full of himself. 
     He was also the boss, there was that. 
     “I meant this particular piece of shit hole,” Lucy says tossing
his half-finished cigarette. 
     “Oh, Mary hates the suburbs, says it smells funny out here.” 
     “You’re an ass.” 
     “Just trying to make the most of the situation.” 
     This was true. Chase had built quite the life for himself. It
was almost a good life, much better than a bad one. He went to
bars. He dated women, men, and enby folks with the
carelessness of youth and condom access. He lived in a comfy
condo near the beach, on the other side of the city. He traveled,
even spent the past summer in Savannah, summer in New York
the year before that. He had season tickets to the professional
basketball team in the area, did plenty of reading, ate at the
best restaurants (on the boss’s dime no less), and so on. He

 Daniel calmly explained, all livers were needed, they didn’t keep very
long in the fully mature state, and Platinum Package customers were
entitled to limitless copies of the requested organs permanently
available in case of emergency, all fully tested before transplantation.
Guaranteed to be compatible and much better than the tired, worn
down original. Step three should have been a variation of the
Fortunate Child Speech, in which clients either mused aloud about
how lucky they were to have this quasi-magical technology at their
beck and call, or justified why they were entitled to such a privilege.
Except Mr. Guildenstern decided to go off road.
     Apparently there was a problem with his new liver. Maybe it was
better, certainly not as cirrhotic as its predecessor (yet, Daniel
thought). But it didn’t feel right. One of Mr. Guildenstern’s few luxuries
in life had to do with those quiet moments in which, glass in hand, he
let the warm torpor of alcohol melt his earthly worries away. Like all
such refuges of the powerful, Mr. Guildenstern valued predictability,
certain feelings after a certain number of glasses. And after the liver
transplantation it had all disappeared, everything seemed different.
Who knew an organ no poets had ever lauded could make such a big
difference?
     Daniel felt his brain jolt back into activity. The transplanted liver
was working “too well” for the client. No wonder, it was brand new,
detoxing ethanol away like there was no tomorrow, depriving Mr.
Guildenstern of his buzz on cue. There had been a similar problem in
the Cloning division, customers complaining that, while their new pets
were the spitting image of the originals, they didn’t have the same
quirks, know the same tricks. And clients wanted solutions, not a
lecture on the inadequacies of Lamarckism. This had led to the
establishment of a Nurture Division, where kitten purring was adjusted
and puppies taught to fetch slippers while immersed in a virtual reality
version of their owner’s homes. Except this “pet” was a liver.
Metabolism. Metabolism could be modulated of course, by changing
the expression of detoxifying enzymes, the relative volume of smooth
endoplasmic reticulum in hepatocytes, mitochondrial cytochrome
activity. What were the appropriate levels, the Biochemistry that would
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SPARES
João Ramalho-Santos
 
Daniel sighed softly. This is why you sign up for a job in Industry.
Better pay, regular hours, job security; the comfort of the known,
rather than the challenges of the unknown. Of course, with all that
comes Customer Service.
     The clients who bothered coming down in person hadn’t gotten to
where they could afford ReproPlus by politely listening to what was or
wasn’t possible. It also wouldn’t do much good to explain the wonders
of Induced Pluripotency, Differentiation and Tissue Engineering, how
skin cells had been reprogrammed and made to grow in all sorts of
novel ways, show the karyotype and DNA fingerprinting data that
proved Mr. Guildenstern’s new vat-grown liver was truly his. The Sales
Department handled that, only bothering scientists when something
couldn’t be answered with platitudes and brochures.
     The tanks in Bioengineering were neatly arranged, from freshly
reprogrammed cells growing in monolayers to fully formed lobed livers
floating in culture media, ducts and vessels ready to be attached. But
it was the intermediate steps that always made clients stop and stare,
biodegradable polymers forming delicate beams and webs over which
different cell types patterned themselves into the appropriate three-
dimensional shapes, like in an old shipbuilding yard. Thank God it’s
the liver, Daniel thought as he welcomed the clearly impatient visitor;
company policy discouraged showing clients their own rebuilding
hearts (ex vivo beating was always unnerving), neural tissue (they still
didn’t know if “it” was thinking/feeling) or externals they could
recognize as their own: ears, eyes, nose. 
     ReproPlus psychologists predicted a pattern, and Daniel was
relieved Mr. Guildenstern followed his projected script, asking the
appropriate questions, in the correct sequence. Step one: the God
Syndrome. These livers were just perfectly matched copies in storage,
spare parts, Daniel stressed. This was not a mystical experience, just
a tour of a well-oiled factory. Step two: The Economists Lament. Yes, 

 was quite content, no matter what the folks at the home office
liked to think. He was sure Jessie checked in on him. He was
committed to having enough fun to drive the boss at least a little
crazy. 
     “You could just apologize, come on back,” Lucy said without
the slightest trace of irony. 
     “You going to do that too, tell your Pops you’re so, so sorry?” 
     “That’s not the same thing.”
     “Close enough.” 
     “Such a waste of time.” 
     “On that point, we agree.” 
     “Why’d you have to dump him anyhow, couldn’t you just fake
it?” 
     “You ever tried dating the son of God? It’s exhausting.” 
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Stop Making Sense
Vivien Solveig

Do you remember 

Can you remind me 
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Dirty sheets 

Forgotten dreams 

Damaged goods 

Deaf screams 

Loud whispers 

Broken demons

Remember when it all made sense 

Do you remember 

Could you remind me 

Of the lighter side of gray 

Of the wish for another day

Of the times when it didn’t hurt 

Of the pleasant surprise calls 

Of the reasons to believe 

Of the thrill of victory 

Of the promises kept 

Remember when we were still alive 
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Can you remind me?

JE Sumerau

Empty whiskey bottles line the floor 

Unspoken regrets hang in the air 

Mismatched clothing litters the furniture

Remember when people smoked in bed

The pills are wearing off 

And the sun is coming back 

The lights are dim inside 

But its bright as hell

Remember how we laughed 

The aches call like distant relatives 

The pounding in my head sounds like a death march

The wheels came off on a Sunday 

And the cars stopped running right away

Blistered from the long dark road that led us astray 

Remember what she said 
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Hiroshima Tree
Kushal Poddar

Behind us, one tree flares up
a second-hand memory of Hiroshima.
Behind us, in one solitary tree
the blast-moment city.
We break our breads, sweet, too dolce,
with a promise of the cherries on top
in the middle, but not quite the real ones.
We suck those sugar-glazed red globes.
We have inherited the faux world,
and we feed the bird because life
feels like a taut skin at any moment
it can be singed, peeled away.
We should kiss – we think together.
The air in between us plays a refrain.
The notes scattered all over the park
to the applause of the pigeons.
One moment they are here; in the next not.

Help! Murder!
Ian C Smith

Intentions honourable, but abstract, he completes chores like a
melancholy robot after another walk past the old school bus stop,
breaking down time, that enemy of the uneasy, picking at nibbles,
leftovers, imbricating logs in flames, estimates, yet again, their
earliest arrival, their latest. Hugging the dilemma of the reclusive who
feel deserted, he re-reads a page he wrote in the stove-ticking quiet,
a scrimped stew of boiled-down bleakness.

When he was a small boy his father stopped hitting him after he
threw open a window, yelled, Murder! and other alarming language
he’d learned, like Police!, for the neighbours’ attention in the still
street. From that moment his father berated him ad infinitum as
payback. The boy’s mother, temper let loose by her wheedling
husband, took over the family corporal punishment regime.

Skiing gear steaming in the stove’s shimmer, washing-machine
dancing the twist, their tribe of boys compete to narrate the snowy
weekend in the mountains. His wife interjects like a relieved winner
vanquishing havoc, all house lights now blazing, swabbed floor
trampled. An old father, he both needs and shies from, this hurly-
burly, preferring a background buzz of cosiness whilst sewn into his
shroud of books.

He grew up ready to pump his fists, anytime, anywhere, at any
threat, physical, verbal, implied. Left undisturbed within the realm of
his imagination, often reading, he remained content cocooned but his
landmine-like reactions lay dormant, frayed. Push in meanly and be
surprised out of all proportion. Suffering few defeats, he regarded
them as natural life hazards, e.g. his mother’s wilder thrashings
replacing his father’s; wasted defence expenditure.
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Loud on adrenaline, big boys slam doors, shout. His wife, wary now,
mentions food that needs eating. Not a problem, he thinks, haven
crackling with energy. She also reminds him of his luck, peace and
quiet surely enjoyed, sport watched on TV.

On his last walk he surprised a rabbit blinded by bait, trembling. Now,
dread brewing, a familiar clamour of the hearth’s complications, of a
happy childhood he might otherwise have had, the inherited muscle
memory of rage and grief haunt his thoughts.

He can’t know that one day, the whole world, it seems, in turmoil,
many memories of life’s throb shed, as ephemeral as a bird’s nest
blown from a bough by the wind, he shall rue times like this weekend
when he never told them what he felt in his heart, that he loved them
as best he could.

Smith, E. (2008) 'Pitfalls and Promises: The Use of Secondary Data
Analysis in Educational Research', British Journal of Educational
Studies, Vol. 56, No. 3, pp. 323-339.

Stevens, S. S. (1946) 'On the theory of scales of measurement',
Science, Vol. 103, No. 2684, pp, 677-680.

Uprichard, E. (2011) 'Dirty Data: Longitudinal Classification Systems',
The Sociological Review, 59, (2_suppl), pp. 93-112.
Uprichard, E. (2013) 'Sampling: bridging probability and non-
probability designs', International Journal of Social Research
Methodology, Vol. 16, No. 1, pp. 1-11.

 
 

*The draft test above was partially recovered from a computer
severely damaged during the Great European War of the 2020s. It
was likely first created in 2022 by a scholar in London, England,

Earth, and has been mandatory for the children of Cassini since its
adoption in 2263. A Social Theory test assumed to accompany it was

also recovered, which can be accessed by citizens through the
Universal Archives Service.
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The After Murder Hours
Kushal Poddar

After Ruth murdered Sam she had a long and open discourse
with him, the first in years, and they played snake and ladders
while sipping Bloody Mary. It was a Sunday. The street was full
of the memories of children playing before the plague hit the
town and shoved everyone into quarantine.
 
The murder was quite deliberate. Ruth kept Sam's favorite
cola’s PET bottle in the deepest recess of their refrigerator and
crashed its solid-state against his skull from behind hours later.
Sam had his head bent over the Sunday edition crossword
puzzle he never tried before the quarantine. His wit tripped over
a six-letter word for ‘Disappointment’ that should end with N.
Chagrin. In fact, it came as their first conversation after the
killing.

The skull cracked. The noise was humble, certain, and had a
long finish to Ruth’s surprise. In Sam's head it opened a wild
forest of insects and beasts and stars above and darkness all
around. He told Ruth, “Father took me to the mirror house in the
village fair. The house was set up next to the Russian dancers’
tent. Inside noise mocked noise. Music startled at its reflections.
When you hit the PET bottle I already knew it, for a jiffy, and
was expecting the noise would be like that childhood fair. It was
different. It was the night sex in that Park.”

Ruth’s muscles relaxed. She poured some of the cocktails she
crafted in two glasses and set them on the bloody newspaper
on Sam’s Sunday table by their tiniest excuse of a porch. The
neighbor’s dog sank its teeth in the silence. Ruth sipped, and
the cold potion gave her an instant headache. She said, “Well, I
knew what I was getting into. Your childhood fire was the talk of
the town. My father said aristocracy that ran in your blood made

''Dirty data' – that is, using the categories as they exist without any
recoding or merging etc. - is meaningful when exploring longitudinal

change precisely because they allow for both quantitative and
qualitative changes to be explored together. Leave the data and

categories alone, even if this creates more mess in practice!'
(Uprichard 2011, p. 110 - emphasis in original). 

 
'It is argued that three inter-related a priori assumptions limit on the

possibility of sample design, namely: (a) the ontology of the case, (b)
the epistemological assumptions underpinning what properties are

necessary to know the case and (c) the logistics involved in the
process of 'casing' the case' (Uprichard 2013, p. 1).
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Gorard, S. (2003) Quantitative Methods in Social Science: The role of
numbers made easy, London: Continuum International Publishing.
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Lukes, S. (1968) 'Methodological Individualism Reconsidered',pp.
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Philosophy of Social Science. London: MIT Press.

Oakley, A. (1999) 'Paradigm wars: some thoughts on a personal and
public trajectory', International Journal of Social Research
Methodology, Vol. 2, No. 3, pp. 247-254.
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your lot mad, and that you used to marry your cousins.” 

Sunday street’s silence made Ruth shiver. She was getting late
with the 911 call. Sam noticed Ruth’s discomfort. He looked at the
brain-matters spilled across the furniture and floor, said in a sad
note, “The new virus muffled every noise. All are quarantined.
Cops are busy with managing the people violating the lockdown
rules. With other things too.” Ruth hated Sam’s wiseacre attitude.
“Yes! Yes!” She said.

Ruth and Sam’s town has a ravine in the South, a forest in the
East, cities occupied every other side, and a population of two
thousand, six hundred and fifty-one once the plague ended its first
wave. Now it was two thousand, six hundred and fifty since Ruth
ended her husband’s life without much fuss. The police station still
depended on a landline number. Ruth’s call was filtered through a
customer care executive and when it reached the precinct the
phone rang and rang until Ruth was tired of waiting for anyone to
pick it up and ask, “What is the emergency?”

Sam asked, “What is the emergency?” The weather cooled down
after a spell of rain. The tap water could freeze one’s finger. The
basin had careless splotches of shades of blood. Ruth shrugged.
She drunk her Bloody Mary and tried to shake off the dull ache
resurging in her head. Sam reminded her of the heat their grey
and greyer cat used to exude and the way they cherished the cat’s
coiled presence on their laps. “We should not have named her
‘Cat.’” Ruth disagreed, “Would you rather have called her ‘Dog.’
Do cats even bother?” Sam said, “You would never bury our pets
either. Their bodies always felt heavier than grief on my palms.”

Ruth chuckled, “The only responsibility you carried. Why wouldn’t
you have any children?” Sam said, “As you said – we are a mad
lot. Should the blood run any farther?” Sam’s father was an  

'The relationship between researcher and participant cannot be
determined a priori such that a researcher can be categorically

designated either an insider or an outsider. Rather, research status is
something that participants continuously negotiate and locally
determine. A researcher can be an insider in a particular local

situation but an outsider in another' (Kusow 2003, p. 597).
 

'Why should we be compelled to talk about the tribesman but not the
tribe, the bank teller but not the bank?' (Lukes 1968, reprinted in

Martin and McIntyre 1994, p. 456).
 

'If the notion of 'evidence' is to mean anything other than the
intellectual property of elite groups, the accessibility of both the

process and the results of research synthesis to a range of users
must be an integral value' (Oakley 2002, p. 279).

 
'Official statistics are far too important not to be included in social

research. They cannot simply be left for politicians or even the media
to do with what they please' (Smith 2008, p. 331).

 
'Any particular scale, sensory or physical, may be objected to on the

grounds of bias, low precision, restricted generality, and other factors,
but the objector should remember that these are relative and practical

matters and that no scale used by mortals is perfectly free of their
taint' (Stevens 1946, p. 680).
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An Archived Remnant of a Classic Social Research Test Now
Used by the Colony at Cassini
John-Paul Smiley

Title of Paper               INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL RESEARCH

Time Allowed               2 ½ HOURS
 

Choose any six out of the following nine quotations and discuss what
you consider to be the merits and weaknesses of each for social
inquiry, utilising empirical research you have either carried out

previously or are currently planning to illustrate your points. Each
response should be a minimum of 500+ words: 

 
'If we make a practice of abandoning unlikely-sounding findings, then
we can no longer be surprised by our research and are therefore, in
my opinion, not actually doing research any more. We are seeking
empirical-sounding justification for our existing prejudices' (Gorard

2003, p. 36).
 

'How, then, we must ask, is any description of an overall social reality
possible? If each individual suffers a bias, and a different bias, from
his perspective, how can we picture the structure within which they
exist? And this new word, “structure,” is exactly the point: we must

construct a hypothetical set of relationships that explain the variation
in perspective – in order to understand what the individual is telling

us' (Greer 1969, p. 56 - emphasis in original).

amateur painter. His paintings always featured cockroaches. Sam
could not stand the creature. He would jump and shout, “Ruth!”
Ruth loved squashing things. 

Sam felt his body stiffening. “Did you kill Cat as well? Was it a
driveway accident?” Sam asked. Ruth said nothing. The pane
turned pale laden with late autumnal afternoon silhouettes. The
willow near the house stood still. Ruth drew the curtains. There
was not much to watch these days. Occasional patrolling cars
enforced the quarantine. Solitary cyclists wearing protective gear
ferried essentials to the houses. The cherry tree in Wanke’s yard
surprised Ruth and Sam with its untimely bloom. The blossoms
died soon enough. One day an ambulance visited Wanke’s house.
Ruth did not want to see the stretchers. She welcomed the toilet.
Sam did not open his bedroom door, although Ruth could hear
him in her thoughts, “Maybe there is no plague. Maybe there is,
but people are not dying. The government can control us this way
better, and those who don’t pay taxes are being removed in
stretchers." Ruth murmured, “Maybe. They closed the borders.
Too bad we cannot go out. We can make a fortune poaching
people across the border. Just using the ravine.”

As your parents did? Sam would have said. Ruth rubbed her
eyelids, remembered the time she had a glimpse of her parents
‘business.’ One little girl turned up dead when the henchman
opened the cargo. Perhaps she was bearing some pre-existing
comorbidity. Ruth could still see the grey of the girl’s eyes and lice
in her hair. She could not have seen all these details from where
she was hiding, behind the rock with lovers’ marks, and must have
imagined a memory.

Sam stirred Ruth back to now, said, "See, I told you. Deceased
ones are not the problem here. Maybe people are living even after
death and that spells for serious troubles. I was sure. I told you 
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Because nothing created is by accident but for a purpose

The moment calls and beckons

Defining the moment is one of purpose

Is one of joy

One of beauty

One of anti-racist thriving communities 

Especially those who have long been socially and culturally

oppressed

Forced to live in the margins and their inherent power

channeled into resilience 

Enjoying all sides of the warmth of the sun 

many times; didn’t I? Told you, in this contagion people are
infected with immortality.”

Ruth could have slain him again should he say ‘told you’ once
more, and it would not stop Sam in any manner, so she said, “How
many times did you cheat with Miss. Pert?” Sam cleared his
throat, “Not as many times as I would love to imagine. She was
happily married, seeking adventure, found one in me because I
pretended not to be me, but someone of her prototypes. I mean…
you know what I mean.” 

“Did you vacuum your car every time you were together?” Ruth’s
lips moved.

“Not the second time. I was frustrated as she came only to end our
affair. Only once! I was even angry. And hours later you caught
me with hair and fragrance.”

Ruth said, “If you are wondering, I have not killed you because of
that.” 

Sam was sure that she had other reasons, but now his thoughts
were curdling. Perhaps he was wrong after all. Death ended life as
life. Sam is Sam disintegrated in respect of the derivatives –
futures, options, forwards, and swaps. 

Ruth dialed again and before the message ended and terminated
the call. She decided now the cola should be drinkable, wiped the
PET bottle, twisted the cap, and left it on the head because she
felt a river in her boring in a dam. She could not think of any
reason for killing Sam, not that Sam demanded an explanation.
Mrs. Therapist whispered in her mind, “Told you. You should try to
converse more. Open up. Tell him how you were hurt when you
guessed about his deceits. Listen to him. Why doesn’t he 
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participate in any activity together? Not even his Sunday
crossword. No. No. Don’t tell me a crossword is an introvert act.
Perhaps he found out when he skipped out of your planned
vacation and you went alone, you met a young man with green
eyes. Yes, you did it only once. Isn’t that as good a reason as any
other?”

“Sam, are you tired? Can you still feel undead? Yes, Sam. This is
a better reason to kill you – to see if your theory about this plague
is the right one. You are right, Sam. As usual. You did see people
returning from the dead and staying in at-home quarantine. No
doubt that is the source of the bad smell in the neighborhood.
Sam? Sam…”

Sam could hear her words; only words lost their phonetic
coherence, if only to him as if he was listening to a verbal
palimpsest. He knew what they meant. He could not understand.
A siren passed the household. A car screeched to a stop. The
evening was a fine one. The grass grew up to meet the shades
descending from all directions.

The moment calls and beckons

The moment we accept with open arms because we have

lived each day of our lives stretching and growing

Have lived each day treasuring our relationships

Have lived each day 

Embracing and engaging the people we are connected with

The moment calls and beckons

The world as we know it is going through healing

Let's heal our wounds with it and tend to the soil of our lives

Tender loving care with seeds to plant

Unlearning the stereotypes of isms, patriarchy, and whiteness

The moment calls and beckons

To foster anti-racist ways of living

To foster the world of life lived with humanity at center

A world where my existence in Blackness is nothing but that,

my Blackness

Nothing to be feared and exploited

And when I see others in their complete being it is to see

through the eyes of my Creator 
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Lovely Parts
Emerson

Defining the moment

Sharon Attipoe-Dorcoo

Defining the moment

A moment calls and beckons

Question is are you ready when the signal hits

Are you sacrosanct in your purpose

Fighting for it with all your will 

The moment calls and beckons 

Has no regard for your readiness

Cos the work to be ready is all on you

So the daily onus is upon you keep up the work

Work for the moments that define each season

*The moment calls and beckons

Live each season like your life depends on it

We are not working towards some big climatic phase at the

end of our lives

Rather for the climatic moments of our seasons

Those are the connecting dots to our life journey

Those are the legacies we leave behind*
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Dark Plottings at the Education Ministry
Hassan Akram

“Mr Willis?”
     The cabinet minister looked up. “Yes, Beach?”
     “The Prime Minister sends you his congratulations. On your
handling of the whole situation this year.”
     “Oh. Thank you, Beach. Next year’ll be a breeze compared
to this. At least there’ll be exams again, what?”

*
“What are you doing, Harry?”
     “The Maths homework.”
     “Ha!” 

*
“Mr Willis?”
     The cabinet minister looked up. “What is it, Beach?”
     “Mr Willis, the Prime Minister says the Opposition say we
should have a circuit breaker.”
     “A what?”
     “A circuit breaker.”
     “Dash it, break the dashed circuit then. What the deuce do
I care? And remind ’em all again that all exams will go ahead
as planned in 2021.”
     “Very good, sir.” 

*
“Have you done Miss Clarkson’s homework, Harry?”
     “Nah, Joe. It’s only the start of term. And trust, we won’t
have exams this year. There'll be another lockdown. Trust.”
     “Well, they’re saying exams will go ahead as usual in 2021
so I'd better not risk it. It’s best to do all my notes and revision
in any case. That's what I did all through the first lockdown.
Can’t go wrong, can it? Now I just need to do this practice
paper for Topic 1 and...”
     “You do that. I’m going to Powerleague with the others.”

Out of sight out of mind. Right?

Running away from real life thoughts.

How we can we live with ourselves?

Stop the world, I want to get off.
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“Happy New Year, Beach.”
     “Happy New Year, Mr Willis.”
     “And Beach?”
     “Yes, sir?”
     “Tell ’em there’ll be no exams this year. They coped fine
last year, what? Who the dash cares if you don’t get into the
university you wanted. Obviously didn’t work hard enough,
what?”

*
“All right, class, take out your Christmas homework. If you
haven’t done it, Joe, you can stay after school.”
     “You’re not allowed to do that, miss. COVID rules. The
whole class has to leave at the same time.”
     “I’ve done the work, miss. But I wasn’t sure which
extension task to do, so is it ok now I've done both?”

*
 “Will the teachers be assessing grades again, Mr Willis, or...”
     “Yes. Decidedly. Make ’em assess ’em. Decidedly. Yes.”
     “What if we’re out of lockdown by summer? Why don’t you
give them ‘mini-exams’ to contribute towards the teacher-
assessed grades?”
     “Stroke of genius, Beach. Decidedly. Tell ’em they can do
mini-exams.”
     “We’ll have to tell them which topics to and not to revise, so
it’s standardised nationwide. We must avoid the chaos and
inequality of last year, Mr Willis.”
     “How many days left to my birthday, Beach?”

*
“Miss, which of the eight topics do we have to revise for the
final exams?”
     “I’m not allowed to tell you that. But we don’t do Topic 1,
Topic 2, Topic 3, Topic 4, Topic 6, Topic 7 or Topic 8.”
    “Isn’t there an option to do all of the topics in a full paper? I
just think it would be a bit of a waste to only do one topic,

Stop the world

Sarah Castle

Peeking through my fingers.

Counting to ten. Breath. Just breath.

News articles cycling faster than I can read.

War. Poverty. Famine.

Suffering.

Watching the world burn through a screen.

My scrolling horror show.

Did we dance into a nightmare?

Where fiction is reality.

What’s going to be left of the world?

But we just keep on ticking on.

We turn a blind eye and walk away,

Or we tap our heels and pray. 

Let’s keep pretending this isn’t real life.

Just pick the truth we want to believe in, like a bad religion.
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 because I spent all Christmas and last summer going over the
other topics.”
     “Just forget it all, for God’s sake, Harry. This'll be easier.”
     “How many pages long is Topic 5 in the textbook?”
     “Eight.”

*
“Beach, there’s a special offer on for twenty hot wings at
£5.99.”

*
“Do you have any revision notes for Topic 5?”
     “The exam’s in two hours.”
     “I know but I burned my textbooks when I thought they
cancelled exams.”
     “Hey, Harry, Joe! I have the exam paper!”
     “What, how?”
     “My aunt works at a school and apparently, they’re using
the same papers they would have used last year and she had
them since last year and she emailed them to me.”
     “Here, let me see!”
     “Twenty quid a question.”
     “Here.”
     “And what about you, Harry? Are you sure you don’t want a
peek?”
     “I don’t want to see. Get out.”

*
“Mr Willis, it’s Results Day and there’s been more grade
inflation again this year.”
    “Not my fault. Dashed global pandemic, what?”

*
“And now, Harry, why do you want to study at this college?”
     “I liked the courses. I know the entry requirements are high
but I thought I could get in if I really worked for it.”
     “You are aware that you don’t fall into the catchment area?”

A graduate seminar on displacement

GM

With advanced questions on integration 

we begin by proposing an argument 

about variables like origins, routes and destinations. 

You will learn to resist the obvious moral implications

to instead formulate hypotheses about cultures and climates. 

Next, you design a way to measure and corroborate 

correlations and observable patterns 

to understand the flee and the forced 

You will be expected to monitor and record non-verbal 

cues for truth i.e. does the

voice come from a chamber far beneath the throat? 

Last, comes the reasoning cycle where you identify gaps,

suggest best practices, and offer cautious generalizations.

Ethics will not be covered.
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     “Well, yes, but I thought my grades would sort of counter
that—”
     “No.”
     “Oh.”
     “Goodbye.”
     “One minute – have you enrolled anyone from my school
called Joe today? I messaged him earlier to ask but he seems
to have blocked me.”
     “Technically I'm not allowed to tell you, but I can just check
the enrolment register and... Oh, yes. We enrolled him this
morning. He lives only down the road.”

*
“Mr Willis!”
     “Don’t address me by that peasant name anymore, Beach.”
     “Sorry – Honourable Sir Gordon.”
     “Yes, Beach?”
     “I’m afraid you’ve been fired. The chaos this year was just
too much. The official data and the independent studies all
show that there’s been a steep fall in the number of lower-
income students attending university, the biggest gap between
low achievers and high achievers, the worst...”
     “Ha! Say it again!”

To this rope,

To this chair,

To this kicking away,

This strangling of you before your pay day.

 

The money is owed.

Though you're dead, you must know

We have account details of your next of kin

And so, it is quite fair to say that within

This life or the next, or the one after that,

We will add one more charge, before that will be that.
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This should be banned! In this day and age

Where those with bad credit on minimum wage

Are exploited by lenders who do nothing more

Than scrutinize their credit score,

To guess how much they'll be able to take

Straight from your account,

In any amount...

 

If first attempt fails, we can try half

If half attempt fails, we can try quarter

Or any percent, in any order

 

What's that you said, on your due date?

 Fees you did not anticipate?

 

But...  it was there, in clause 37.4

It was there, transparent, and it is only your

Lack of capacity to read and grasp

Our agreement, that has led
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emerge
jason harding

the tech god’s power is emerging
but they have no wisdom
your wisdom is emerging
yet you have no power

that is not to say you have no agency

for i can feel your ideas emerging
your idealism

and i often wonder if that is why we meet like this
to awaken it
in each other

i read that systems are emergent
then reminded they are made up of people
so you would hope infused with honesty and honour however

i close my eyes and hear a homeless poet whisper 
“hope the bane of the idealist”
open them again and know it to be true

i don’t have to be here
neither do you

and we don’t have to have faith in or follow
those developing and deploying technology
they routinely fail to ask the right questions

i see someone stand up and say “hey!
power resides with the people”

Please let me explain,

You signed the agreement...

 

And so, should have seen that

We only loan money

To those in a hurry

Who know not what they sign

Or at least not in time

To know when they default

That they still cannot halt

The collection attempts

Removing the rents,

The attempts at recovery

Before the discovery

That you have no money left even for food,

That what you have signed was,      really,    no,       good.

 

So, you write to the lender and try to complain

You write to the powers, forcefully saying
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we can challenge 
rewire too

perhaps

but I have seen and heard many others embody the wisdom
you seek
the true power that resides
and it will only come if and when

we collectively walk away .

notes

1.daniel schmachtenberger
2.peter garrett
3.elizabeth sawin
4.raimundo arruda sobrinho
5.eric lui
6.alan watts

Continuous Payment Authority
Sudip Sen

You will pay,

Don't you know,

You've already said so.

You will pay all you've got

If you know it, or not.

 

I will try in the morning before you’re awake

I will try again and again, and will take

All, or some, of the balance

If that suits me better

Again and again,

Without cost, and whether

You need it or not

I'll take ALL that you've got.

 

Too late to complain.
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Coming Home
Charlie Davis

“That part of town is a bit shabby but without the chic,” wryly
remarked the lead researcher to all who’d gathered for updates
on the Cloughton Urban Greenification research project.

Was I the only one not laughing? Was anyone else angry like
me? That was my part of town, where I’d grown up and where
my family still lived. 

Cloughton was rough round the edges but how could it be
anything else? Factories replaced with designer outlets; big
brand coffee shops pushing out my favourite family-run café;
young and old alike feeling forgotten in a void of resources.

The area was fecund ground for a multitude of ethnographic
gazes; the people objectified, with little opportunity to give their
side of the story; something they’re supposedly not very good
at. 

The omission of these voices belies rich storytelling traditions.
As a youth, in between games of bowls with my Granda and his
friends, I was transfixed by their stories. Moments of joy,
heartache and everything in between captured the rich cultural
heritage of Cloughton.

Back in the room, I was catatonic with shame. Again, I’d
smothered my origin story, hiding behind a cloak of invisibility,
woven from the fabrics of social mobility. Normally, I remained
quiet, fretting about career prospects and worrying those around
me would be unreceptive.

This time, however, I had to speak. Silence only allows myths to
mutate into taken-for-granted truths. Channelling fear and hope
in equal measures, I took the leap and shared my testimony. 
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I made clear that people in Cloughton were not short on
aspiration; just resources and a say in how they were
represented. For too long, areas like Cloughton had been the
muse of parasitic media on poverty safari for the next ratings
spike. 

Salacious stories obscured the cultural wealth and health of the
areas like Cloughton. Places where proud traditions of
community-based cultural activity thrived. This, despite the
social deprivation that was not of the people’s making.
Cloughton had more than one story to share. 

I took note of wise words once shared with me, pointing out the
need for perspectives from the inside and outside. But when
stories are told by more powerful outside figures, they must be
shared with those who are storied to check the authenticity of
representation. 

By the end of my testimonial outpouring, I fought to hide the
trembles that threatened to expose my fear. I sat, avoiding too
much eye contact, as the room processed what had just
happened. 

Nothing seemed to be moving, not even my heart, which I was
sure ought to be pounding. I awaited my fate.

Finally, the lead researcher spoke. I was thanked for my
contribution and the room moved swiftly on to the next agenda
item.

***

Later that evening, I returned to the shabby chic free Cloughton
for Wednesday night spag bol at my Aunt Jean’s. The short No
6 bus ride across town brought me Home for tea. I was returning
to a place of comfort, but not as I’d left it all those years ago. I
was an outsider now, too. Changed by my socially mobile
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trajectory up the imagined ladder. 

As always, I was greeted with calls of “the professor’s here, mind
your P&Qs and get out the fine China”. These playful, familial
pokes directed with love at my assumed academic privilege. As
always, Aunt Jean was there to deflect the blows.

She reminded the room that I’d grafted to get where I was, just the
same as the rest and they should be proud of me. I got teased
some more about being the favourite. Then we got down to tea – a
beautiful ever evolving spag bol.

In the background, Motown Classics Volume 3 played reassuringly
comforting tunes from my childhood. It was good being transported
Home. 

I shared the afternoon’s happenings, using artistic licence to
embellish the heroics of my defiant stand. 

A healthy dialogue started around the table. My account of the
meeting provoked their ire. Questions were raised about why
working-class communities always seemed to be represented as
inhabiting intellectually barren wastelands, empty of original
thought.

This was not the experience of people in the room. There was more
to working-class experience than the deficit tropes it was often
portrayed in. 

Around the table we shared stories of reading groups, craft circles,
art clubs, poetry evenings and grassroots political movements.
There was plenty of culture in Cloughton, among the so-called
ordinary folk who inhabited it. 

It wasn’t all local either. The harbour was a portal of ideas, tastes,
sounds, values and rhythms from around the world. People arrived
from afar, enriching the Cloughton’s cultural spaces.

I Love You Mom!
Nora Fitzsimmons
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There was a rich history of education outside the often-numbing
one-size-fits-all Schooling state curricula offered. It was pointed out
that over the years this area had produced gifted writers,
accomplished painters, uplifting orators and galvanising community
organisers. 

No one was nostalgically yearning for an imagined golden age.
Cloughton, it was acknowledged, was not an idyll of socially just
awakenings. It had its flaws and failings to address. 

There were ‘wrong uns’ as they say, but the privileged had plenty of
them, too. When the wealthy got it wrong, however, they seemed to
get off with it, whereas here, you were often guilty until proven
innocent. 

In a moment of quiet contemplation, I surveyed the collection of
photos adorning the walls and the weary sideboard. The passage of
family time captured in sepia tones, hues of black and white and
colour. It felt reassuringly comforting to be here among the living
and dead of my family. 

Happiness was bittersweet, however, as I realised the boy in the
first-day-at-university photo wasn’t me anymore. I was now betwixt
and between this world and the world of the Academy, which didn’t
feel quite right either. However, I was becoming comfortable with
my privileged liminality.

Happy I didn’t belong definitively in one place, but reassured I
always had Home to come back to. 

Special thanks
I would like to thank all the participants from the SRHE-funded project, Academics of
Working-Class Heritage Talking because aspects of their stories can be heard in this
story. I would especially like to thank Dr Adam Matthews, whose feedback and
guidance helped me to write Coming Home.

     “What is it?” he asked, putting his arm around her shoulder.
     “I’m trying to let go of something so I can grab hold of
something else.”

Stardust
I have so many questions, she thought. Is there a grand plan?
Fate? Destiny? Is it all written in the stars? How do we rewrite
the middle when the ending is always the same? Where do we
go? Will we go there together?
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     “We’ve been friends, family, soul mates for twenty-five
years. I can’t imagine my life without you. You truly make this
life extraordinary, and I love you beyond measure. Sometimes
love means letting go. And after all these years, I know it
doesn’t matter where either of us is; we’ll always be connected
and in each other’s lives.”
     “What are you saying?”
     “Don’t come back. I know your books never end with
happily ever after, but your life can. Go live your happily ever
after, Butterfly. You’ve given so much of yourself to so many.
You’ve done such good for the world. You don’t owe anyone a
thing. You deserve the life you want.”
     Her eyes started to tear.
     “We’ll FaceTime every day, and you know I’ll visit as often
as I can. You may have to kick me out of your guest house.
When there’s an event you want to attend in LA or on the East
Coast, I’ll meet you there. You’ve been so generous to let me
live Tess Lee’s extraordinary, surreal life, and to share her
light with the entire world. I know you’ll keep doing that in
whatever way you choose. You’ve learned to balance
darkness and light, and you’ve taught countless people
around the world to do the same. Now it’s time to live in full
color. Go live as Tess Miller in Hawaii with the love of your life
and don’t look back, not for a second.”
     She sniffled, wiped her eyes, and whispered, “Thank you. I
love you beyond measure and I always will.”
 They embraced again, holding each other firmly. When Omar
pulled away, they both smiled. Tess watched until his car was
out of sight. She walked inside, trying to catch her breath.
     “Sweetheart, is everything okay?” Jack asked, hurrying
over.
     “Yes,” she whispered. “Better than okay.”
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Celestial Bodies, excerpts
Patricia Leavy

Shooting Stars
“Wow, you’re like the real-life Jack Bauer. You even look a
little like him, with that whole rugged, handsome, hero thing
you have going on,” she said.
     He blushed. “I promise you I’m no Jack Bauer, even on my
best day. People thought that character was so tragic, but the
real tragedy is that Jack Bauer doesn’t exist and you’re stuck
with guys like me.”
     She smiled. “What made you choose that line of work?”
     “My parents raised me and my siblings to value community,
to be patriotic. My father was in the military and then became
a firefighter. The idea of service always seemed important. I
wanted to serve my country, to protect people. It’s hard to
explain, but when I see someone innocent being threatened,
I’m willing to do whatever is necessary to protect them. I know
it sounds cliché, but I feel like it’s my purpose in life.”
     “That’s noble,” she said.
     He shook his head. “The lived reality often isn’t. When you
spend most of your life in the abyss, it gets pretty dark.”
     “A residue remains, right?” she asked.
     He looked at her intently, a little surprised. “Yes, exactly.”
     “I understand. You convince yourself it’s all been for
something that matters more than you do, that whatever part
of yourself you sacrificed was worth it, because it simply has
to be.”
     He looked at her as if she had read his innermost thoughts.
“Yes,” he said softly. “Tell me, what do you do?”

Supernova
At three in the morning, Tess sprang up from a violent
nightmare, screaming and shaking. She was rocking back and
forth, her breathing quick and shallow.
     Jack scooched closer and gently said, “Please Tess, let me
comfort you.”
     Tears started falling from her eyes.
     “Please sweetheart,” he said again. “Just let me comfort
you. I don’t expect anything in return.”
     She nodded and he threw his arms around her, pulling her
trembling body close to him. “It’s okay, sweetheart. It’s okay.
I’ve got you,” he said softly.
     “Make them stop,” she whimpered.
     “You’re okay. It’s just a bad dream. No one’s ever going to
hurt you again. I won’t allow it.”
     “He said no one will ever love me,” she whispered.
     “I love you, Tess. I love you so much. I love you so much,”
he said gently, cradling her in his arms, his cheek firm against
hers.
     She rested her head on his shoulder and he held her in his
embrace, continuing to whisper, “It’s okay. It’s okay. I love
you. I love you so much, with my whole heart.”

North Star
“Butterfly, there’s something I want to say to you.”
     “Yes?”
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Constellations 
She saw Orion, the hunter. Is the hunter seeking something
she doesn’t yet have, or is she seeking something already
within, she wondered. When the hunter finds what she longs
for, will she return home? What treasures will she bring the
others from her travels? As she lay on the frozen ground,
she decided that Orion was her favorite constellation. She
laughed, thinking about how everything is connected after
all. There are no accidents. Constellations are like families,
just random groups of stars, near each other by chance, but
they recall something familiar to us, so we see a pattern in
the randomness. The universe was made up of stars and
people who found themselves clumped together by chance,
because someone walked into a bar one night, wandered
onto a football field one day, birthed a child one morning, or
fell in love with someone in an instant. And yet, there’s
something so familiar, so clear it feels like it couldn’t be any
other way. And so, we cling to the connections.
     She heard voices telling her, “Stay with us.” She tried to
tune out the noise. There were still questions to answer.
Why do we look at the stars? Is it to imagine other worlds or
to connect us to our own, like the very stardust of which we
are made? Where do I belong? If I return to stardust, will I
be a part of a constellation? Will he look up in the night sky
and see me, a pattern in the randomness? The voices
became louder. “Stay with us,” they beckoned. Okay, she
thought. My stardust shall remain here for now, with him,
with them, with the imperfectly perfect, impossibly possible
family of which I’m a part, by choice or by glorious
happenstance.

     “I’m a novelist.”
     “What are your books about?” he asked.
     “That’s a hard question to answer. I guess I wanted to write
about everything: what it means to live a life, why it’s so hard, and
how it could be easier. To walk people through the darkness, in a
way. Perhaps my goals were too lofty, and in that respect, each
book fails more spectacularly than the one before.”

Twinkle
Her mind flooded with things she didn’t yet understand: the
relationship of the small part to the whole, the haunting nature of
the one out of one hundred, the loudness of the single voice that
did not praise us amid the sea of those that did, our obsession with
the one love we lost and not the boundless possibilities for love we
might find. Above all, she wondered about the nature of doubt,
how it creeps in and casts a shadow over the light, causing us to
ask: Does he truly love me? Do I deserve love? Am I worthy?
Perhaps these questions would never be answered. On this night,
there was only one question that mattered: Will I swim to shore or
will I suffocate in the ghostly waters? Until she had an answer, she
would stay there. She looked up at the night sky, bursting with
stars. One twinkling star caught her eye. It drew her gaze as if it
were the light at the end of the proverbial dark tunnel. The twinkle
pulsed like her heartbeat. Mesmerized, she blocked out all the
others and watched her lone star twinkle. Was it a lifeline, an
anchor, or a distraction? She wondered: If she could lasso that one
star and pull it to her, would the entire sky crumple like a piece of
paper? Would it give her a paper cut that would then be all she
felt? Overwhelmed, she squeezed her eyelids shut and opened
them again. This time, she saw all the stars lighting up the sky.
She inhaled deeply, oxygen filling her lungs. Breathe, she told
herself, just breathe.
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